Abstract. For tensor products of linear operators, their approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and essential spectra in the sense of T. Kato and Gustafson-Weidmann are determined together with explicit formulae for their nullity and deficiency. The theory applies to A®I+I®B and A® B.
In the previous papers [10] and [11] , for a certain class of polynomials F (|, tj), the spectrum and essential spectra in the sense of F. E. Browder, F. Wolf and M. Schechter of F {A ® I, I ® B } have been determined together with explicit formulae for its nullity, deficiency and index. The consequent theory decides when F {A ® I, I ® B) is Fredholm.
The aim of the present paper is to study some further spectral properties of P{A ® 1,1 ® B) for the same class of polynomials, precisely, to determine its approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and essential spectra in the sense of T. Kato [13] and Gustaf son-Weidmann [5] together with explicit formulae for its nullity and deficiency. They are closed subsets of the complex plane C defined by exploiting the notions of the approximate nullity and approximate deficiency. The present theory decides when P{A® I, I ® B) is semi-Fredholm, though the crossnorm a needs to have an additional property, called the "/-or «-property". For both X and Y Hubert spaces, the greatest reasonable norm it, smallest reasonable norm e and prehilbertian norm a have these properties. As a by-product it is worth mentioning that if it is known that there exists a sequence {«/}/_, in X ®a Y of unit vectors such that P {A ® I, I ® B)u, -» 0 in X ®a Y as /-» oo then it is possible to choose sequences {x,}Jl, c D[Am] and {y/}/_, C D[B"] of unit vectors such that P {A ® I, I ® B)(x, ® y¡) -»0 in X ®a Y as /-» oo, and further that if {u,)f=x is noncompact then either {x,}^, or {y/}/_, can be chosen to be noncompact so that {x,®yl)fSMl is noncompact (Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 with [11, Lemma 1.3] ).
The class of admissible polynomials, <3'e(A, B), depends on A and B and therefore on their spectra o(A) and o(B); it is defined as follows. A polynomial P(£,ii) is said to belong to tye(A, B) if it satisfies that P(o(A), o(B)) ¥= C when both o(A) and o(B) are nonempty and that for every k E P(o(A), o(B)) with dist(<c, P(o(A), o(B))) > 0 (for every k E C when either o(A) or o(B) is empty) there exist nonempty open sets U and V with Ci/ c p(A) and CV c p(B) having the following properties:
(i) for each sufficiently large r > 0, the restrictions of the boundaries dU and 9V to the closed disc Kr = (f; |f | < r) consist of a finite number of rectifiable Jordan arcs and have a length O (r) as r -> oo;
(ii)dist(ic,/>(£/, V))>0; (iii) |||(£7 -A)'11| is uniformly bounded on CU and \\r¡(t]I -B)_I|| uniformly bounded on C V; _(iv)_for some t > 0, iPfé, tj)|(|£| + |r/|)_T is bounded away from zero on U X F for sufficiently large |£| + |tj|.
The proofs rely on the properties of admissible polynomials and make use of a result of Slodkowski and Zelazko [18] (cf. Choi and Davis [1] ) on the joint approximate point spectrum of commuting bounded linear operators and a reduction of P{A ® I, I ® B) obtained by applying to A and B the reduction theorem of T. Kato [12] of a linear operator.
The results, together with those in [10] and [11] , may amplify the method of separation of variables and also serve as basic principles in the spectral theory of many-body Schrödinger operators.
§ 1 is concerned with these subsets in question of the spectrum and with a reduction of a linear operator and introduces the notions of the /-and «-properties for crossnorms a on tensor products of Banach spaces. §2 refers to a reduction method of the closure of a polynomial operator. §3 contains the main results on the approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and essential spectra with nullity and deficiency formulae. The results for the approximate point spectrum and approximate deficiency spectrum may show that the spectral mapping theorems with them hold for the class of admissible polynomials. At the end of the section it is illustrated that the theorems do not in general hold for a quasi-uniform reasonable norm a on X ® Y without the i-and A-property, and that the spectral mapping theorem with the point spectrum does not in general hold. §4 is devoted to two important special cases for the polynomials P(£, tj) = £ + tj and P(£, rj) -in.
Without assumption of the closability of (0.2) the theory is valid as well by interpreting F {A ® I, I ® B} as an arbitrary maximal extension in X ®a Y of (0.2) in the sense of G. Köthe [14] and by extending the notions of approximate nullity and approximate deficiency to a linear operator which is not necessarily closed.
If, in addition, the crossnorm a is faithful on X ® Y, all the results are valid for the closure of another associated polynomial operator . If no suchp exists set a(T) = oo (resp. 8(T) = oo) [19] .
The spectrum and resolvent set of F are denoted by o(T) and p{T), respectively, and the approximate nullity and approximate deficiency of F by nul'F and def F, respectively (see [12] , [13] ). It is known that nul'F (resp. def F) coincides with nul F (resp. def o"(T), os(T) and oek(T) are respectively the approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and Kato essential spectrum of T. o+(T) and o_(T) are also called the essential spectra by Gustafson-Weidmann [5] .
Clearly o(T) = o"(T) u os(T). oek(T) is the complementary set in C of the semi-Fredholm domain for T. For T densely defined, os(T) = o-"(7") and o_(T) = o+(T').
To derive nullity and deficiency formulae we shall need the following two subsets of o(T):
ovi(T) = {XE on(T) \ o+(T); 0 < nul(r -À7) < co but nul(T -£7) = 0 in a deleted neighbourhood of f = X}, os¡(T)= {XEos(T)\o_(T);0<def(T-XI)< oo but def(T -£/) = 0 in a deleted neighbourhood of f = X).
The set of all isolated, finite-dimensional eigenvalues X of T, i.e. all eigenvalues X of T, isolated ino(T), with finite algebraic multiplicity t(T; X), is a subset of o^ (T) 
Kato [12]). By [12, Theorem 3] v(T -XI) < oo if X is in o"¡(T) or oSi(T).
We shall need the following lemma which will be proved with the aid of the reduction theorem [12, Theorem 4]. Lemma 1.1. Let L be a finite subset of o"¡(T) (resp. oSi(T)) and L' the set of all isolated, finite-dimensional eigenvalues of T in L. Then T has the following reduction relative to L:
(1.1) T = (Tx, T2), Tx -(Tx)XeL, Z = ZX®Z2, Z, = 2 0 Zx.
Here each Zx is a finite-dimensional subspace of Z with Zx c D [T] . T is decomposed by Z" Z2 and each Zx. Tx, T2 and Tx are the parts of T in Z,, Z2 and Zx. The identity operators in the respective spaces are denoted by 7,, 72 and Ix. For each X E L, Tx is the sum ofXIx and a nilpotent operator in Zx and T2 is a closed operator in Z2 with R[T2 -\72] closed. We have
nul(T2-XI2) = 0 (resp. def(F2 -XI2) = 0);
"AT2) = ov(T)\L (resp.os(T2) = os(T)\L).
(1.5)
Proof. Choose a X from L. Then by [12, Theorem 4] Z is decomposed into the direct sum Z = Zx@ Z0 according to which F is decomposed. Each Zx is a finite-dimensional subspace of Z with ZA c ß [F] . The part Fx of F in Zx is the sum of XIX and a nilpotent operator in Zx and the part F0 of F in Z0 is a closed operator in Z0 with Ä [ F0 -XI0] closed. We have
nul(To-XIo) = 0 (resp. def(F0 -XI0) = 0),
a,(F0) = aw(F)\ {X} (resp.os(T0) = os(T)\{X}).
Next choose another X' from L \ (A), unless it is empty. In the same way we can decompose the Banach space Z0 into the direct sum Z0 = Zv © Zâ ccording to which F0 is decomposed. A uniform crossnorm is quasi-uniform with k = 1. The greatest reasonable norm it and smallest one e are uniform. The prehilbertian norm o on X ® Y with both X and 7 Hubert spaces, which is the norm induced by the inner product (x, ® y" x2 ®y2) = (xx, x^y^y^, is uniform.
A crossnorm a (a > e) is said to be faithful on X ® Y if the natural continuous linear mapping/,": X ®a Y -* X ®e Y is one-to-one.
The notions of ®-norms and injective ®-norms in the sense of A. Grothendieck [4] are also used.
We introduce some new notions for a crossnorm a. A crossnorm a is said to have the /-(resp. h-) property on X ® Y if for every T E 7 (A") (resp. T E H(X)) and S E 7(7) (resp. S E 77(F)) there exist positive constants y(T ® I) and y(7 ® S) such that Remark. When a is quasi-uniform, (1.8) implies (1.8) with T ®a S in place of 7 ® S, so that 7 ®fl S is in 7 (A", ®a Y) (resp. 77 (X ®a Y)). The converse is true for (7, S) E I(X) X I(Y), but the question is open whether it is true for (7, S) E H(X) X 77(F). However, it is true that (1. By the same argument applied to ||(7 ® S)u2\\e we have for some y(S) > 0
\\{T®S)u\\> y(T)y(S)\\u2\\> y(T)y(S)dist{u, N[T ® S]).
The case o can be proved by the same kind of argument based on the relation (1.9). Q.E.D. , so that X ®" Y can be considered as a closed subspace of (A"' ®e Y')'. Since 7 ®" I is the restriction of (7' ®e 7')' to X ®v Y, it must be in I(X ®" Y). This is a contradiction.
If either A" or F is of finite dimension, all reasonable norms a on X ® Y are equivalent and x ®" y = x ® y, (a-®a y)' = a" ®a. r = *' ® r, so that they and their dual norms are quasi-uniform, faithful and have the hand hence /-property on X ® Y and X' ® Y', respectively.
Finally, it should be noted that all these notions of a crossnorm a are inherited by the crossnorms induced by a on tensor products of complementary subspaces of X and Y. Let (7" Sx) be in I(XX) X I(YX) (resp. 77(A*,) X 77(y,)). The identity operators in both A", and Yx are denoted by the same 7,. We have to establish (1.6) and (1.7) with a, 7" Sx, 7" A", and Yx in place of a, 7, S, I, X and Y, respectively. Because of symmetry we have only to show (1.6). Set 7 = TXP + (I -P). Then 7 is in 7 (A") (resp. 77 (A")), since P commutes with 7, and
. By assumption, (1.6) holds for all u in X ® Y and, in particular, in Xx ® Yx. Since ||(7, ® Ix)u\\5 = ||(7 ® 7)«||a, for u E A", ® y" it suffices to show that the distance from u to N[TX]® Yx under the norm â is equivalent to the distance from u to N [7] ® Y under the norm a. To see this we have only to note that X ® Y is decomposed into the topological direct sum It is assumed that both dim X and dim Y are positive and at least one of them is infinite. For simplicity we assume the operator (0.2) associated with (0.1) is closable in X ®a Y with closure P {A ® I, I ® B). This is the case, for instance, if a is faithful on X ® Y [10] .
To simplify the notation we often write (2.1) PA = P [A ® I, I ® B ) -XI ®a I, P = P0.
We consider only polynomials (0.1) of degrees m > 1 in £ and n > 1 in tj. For a polynomial P(£, tj) and subsets oA, oB of o(A), o(B), respectively, we understand P(oA, oB) = 0 if either oA or oB is empty, while otherwise P(oA, oB) is well defined. The class ^Pe(A, B) of polynomials has been introduced in [11] . There several properties of them have been studied. For P E ^?e(A, B) the set P(o(A), o(B)) is closed in C. If either A" or F is of finite dimension, then, for P E <$e(A, B), (0.2) is closed in X ®a Y = X ® Y so that P = P {A ® 7, 7 ® B). If a is a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y then for P E <3'e(A, B) the spectral mapping theorem with the spectrum holds:
The class <>?(A, B) introduced in [10] is included in %(A, B).
The proofs of the theorems in § §3.3 and 3.4 will need the following reduction of P based on Lemma 1.1, which is more general than that employed in [11] . 
Since P commutes with A and Q with 5, it is easy to verify that PA is decomposed according to (2.3). The parts of Px in the respective subspaces in (2.4) are denoted by Pm, PXX2, Pux and P^; for X = 0 set Pjk = P0jk, f,k = 1, 2. As P is closed, they are all closed.
On the other hand, the closability of (0.2) implies the closability of P{Aj®Ik,Ij ®Bk) for j, k-1,2. We shall be able to show (cf. [11, Define also the subsets of os(A) X os(B), A*(A), A?(A), and A^(A) by replacing ov and o+ by os and o_, respectively, in the above definitions. TAKASHI ICHTNOSE 3. The approximate point spectrum, approximate deficiency spectrum and essential spectra. We shall first establish the spectral mapping theorems with the approximate point spectrum and approximate deficiency spectrum for the class ??e{A, B) of polynomials, and next use them to determine the essential spectra in the sense of Gustafson-Weidmann and T. Kato of P {A ® I, I ® B) together with nullity and deficiency formulae, a is a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the i-or «-property. Therefore the theory is valid in particular for the crossnorms a with the spaces X and F as in Proposition 1.2 with its Remark 1.
3.1. The spectral mapping theorems with the approximate point spectrum and approximate deficiency spectrum. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 will need the following two auxiliary results. To state them we need a few definitions.
The extended spectrum oe(T) of a closed linear operator 7 in Z is o(7) if 7 E L(Z) and o(T) u {oo} otherwise. The extended approximate point spectrum o"e(T) (resp. extended approximate deficiency spectrum a&(7)) of 7 is o"(T) (resp. os(T)) if 7 E L(Z) and o"(7) u {oo} (resp. os(T) U {oo}) otherwise. Then o-£(7) is a nonempty compact subset of the extended complex plane C* = C u {oo} considered as the Riemann sphere, and both o-"e(7) and a5e (7) We give also a proof of (3.7) for/ E f (A, B). We start with two lemmas which will be needed in the proofs. The first lemma is due to Stodkowski and Zelazko [18] (see also [1] ). Proof. Since 7®a 7 -A7 ®a 7 = (7-XI) ®a I for each X € C, it suffices to show that 0 belongs to 0,(7) (resp. os(T)) if and only if 0 belongs toaw(7®a7)(resp.o-ä(7®a7)).
I. Let 0 E o"(T). There exists a sequence {x,}J_, in X of unit vectors with Tx/ -» 0 as /-> oo. Since a is reasonable, for a fixed y0E Y with ||y0|| = 1, {x, ®y0}/=i is a sequence of unit vectors in X ®a Y and (7 ®a 7)(x; ®y¿) approaches 0 in A* ®a Y as / -> oo. Hence 0 E ov(T ®a I).
II. Let 0 E os(T), so that 0 E <x"(7'). By the same argument as above, 0 is in ov(7' ®". 7'). This implies, since (7 ®a I)' is an extension of 7' ®". 7', both as operators in (X ®a Y)', that 0 is in ow((T ®a I)') and so in os(T ®a I).
III. To prove the converse suppose that 0 does not belong to o*"(F) (resp. os(T)). Then F is in I(X) (resp. in H(X) with R [T] = X). Since a has the i-(resp. A-) property, we have (1.6). It follows that F ®a / is in I(X ®" Y) (resp. in H(X ®a Y) with R [T ®a I] = X ®" Y). Hence 0 does not belong to o"(T ®a I) (resp. os(T ®a I)). Q.E.D.
Remark. In Lemma 2, the hypothesis that a has the /'-or A-property is used merely to establish the inclusion c. This remark will also apply to Theorems (a) If \ E ov(T") (resp. \ E os(T")) for each n, and X = lim^M \,, then X E aw(T) (resp. X E os(T)).
(b) Suppose that 7 and 7", « = 1, 2,..., commute pairwise. Then for every X E ov(T) (resp. X E os(T)) there exists a sequence {A"}~_, with Xn E o"(Tn) (resp. \, E os(Tn)) such that lim,,^ \=X.
Proof. We show only for the approximate point spectrum; it can be shown similarly for the approximate deficiency spectrum.
(a) If \, E o"(T") there exists a unit vector xn E X with ||(7 -a"7)xJ| < 1/«. Then it is easy to see that (7 -XI)xn -» 0 as n -» oo. Hence X E o"(T).
(b) If X E ov(T), by Lemma 1 for each « there exist a complex number \ E o"(T") and a unit vector x" E X such that \\(T-Xl)xn}\ + \\(T"-XnI)xn\\<l/n. Hence it is easy to see that hrn,,.^ \ = X. Q.E.D.
With the definition of (3.6) we remark that if / E 'ëiA, B), there exists a sequence {/"(I, tj)}™_, of Riemann sums convergent to/(|, r¡) pointwise on Here the equality above is due to the spectral mapping theorem (3.7) with the spectrum, and the inequality follows from the fact that the spectral radius of a bounded linear operator is smaller than or equal to its norm. 
Q.E.D.
Finally, we prove (3.7) for/ E €(A, B), using a result of J. Tomiyama [20] as stated in the lemma below.
Let 21 and 93 be commutative complex Banach algebras with unit elements. Let a (a > e) be a crossnorm on 21 ® S3 compatible with multiplication, i.e. satisfying ||ic o||" < NUML for u, v E 21 ® 53 (see [2] ). Then the completion 21 ®a 93 becomes a commutative complex Banach algebra with unit element. The maximal ideal space of a Banach algebra S, i.e. the set of the nonzero continuous homomorphisms of © onto C, is denoted by $((£).
Lemma 5. $(2i ®" 93) = {<p ® $; d> E *(2i), rb E $(93)}.
Proof of (3.7) for/ E ^(A, B). We have only to consider the case where at least one of A and B is unbounded. Set F = f{A ® I, I ® B}.
I. First we show the inclusion c. Let 2Í (resp. 93) be the commutative closed subalgebra of L(A") (resp. L(Y)) generated by 7 and the resolvents of A (resp. B). Let aQ E p(A) and jß0 E p(B) be fixed. Define for (d>, >//) E $(21) X$(93) II. The general case. In view of Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that if A is in the right member of (3.10)' then A is outside a+(P).
Denote the image of the projection of A70(A) (resp. AS,(A)) into the £ (resp. tj) coordinate by M (resp. N). Then we have the reduction of P relative to M and N as described in §2. We have It is easy to see that for A in the set (3.10) (resp. (3.12)), if dim X = oo then P(£, v) -X ië 0 for each fixed v E o"¡(B) (resp. v E oSi(B)), and if dim Y = oo then P(p, tj) -A ^ 0 for each fixed p E a^(A) (resp. p E oSi(A)). In these cases write For 7 a linear operator andp a positive integer set n"(T) = 2 nul Tp -nul Tp~x -nul 7»+I, (3.21) , 4(7) = 2 def Tp -def J»"1 -def Tp+X, when they are well defined. This yields the formula (3.22). Q.E.D.
The following result will be shown in the same way as Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.7. The same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.4. Then for X in the set (3.12) def(P {A ® I, I ® B) -XI ®a I) (3.26) = 22 n(p, a; p,v)dp(A -pI)dq(B -vl).
(/mOeAg(X) ;>.9=l (3.27) Here for (p,v)EL\(X), dp(A -pi) = dp(A -pi), p = l,2,..., dq(B -vl) = dq(B-vl), q=l,2,...;
for(p,v)EAsx2(X), (3.28) dp(A -pl) = dp(A -p/), p = l,2,..., A^,(A), dp(A-pI) = dp(A-pI),
P=Pä(p»»'). (3.14) , the formula (3.22) or (3.26) holds according as X is in the set (3.10) or (3.12).
Remark. In Theorem 3.8, if A is in both the sets (3.10) and (3.12) then Px is Fredholm. In this case, AT(A) = A*(A), AT2(A) = A\2(X), A^,(A) = A*,(A).
We shall get the same formulae for the nullity and deficiency and hence index of Px as in [11, Theorem 3.6]. belongs to the null space of (3.30) and hence 0 belongs to its point spectrum.
In this case the nullity of (3.30) is infinite. 4°. Let a be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y with the /'-property. Assume that F(|, tj) is a polynomial (0.1) in 9t{A, B) and P{A® I, I ® B } {= P) is closed in X ®a Y.
It is interesting to ask the question for the point spectrum: "When A is an eigenvalue of P, does the null space of Px always contain an element u of the form u = x ®y for some pair (x,y) in A-X YT The example given in 3°t ells us that the answer is in general "No". However, we note by [ 4. Two special cases. It is of special interest to consider the cases for the polynomials P(i-, tj) = £ + rj and P(£, tj) = £tj. We follow the same conventions as in § §2 and 3.
With a = 0, l,jk, denote A£ (resp. A«) by A* (resp. A«) for 7>(£, rj) = £ + tj, and by U"a (resp. Usa) for ¿>(£, tj) = £tj. a is assumed to be a quasi-uniform reasonable norm on X ® Y, besides, with the /-property in Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 and with the «-property in Assume A of type (9A, MA(9)), i.e. that p(A) includes the complementary set in C of the sector S(9A) = {£; |arg£| < 9A) and ||£(£/ -Byx\\ < MA(9), 9 = arg £, outside S(9A), where MA(9) is a constant depending only on 9 = arg f, and B of type (9B, MB(9)) with 0 < 9A + 9B < it. In this case The sum 2~_, is finite and in fact taken over those p with 1 < p < min{a{A -p7), a{B -vI))for {p,v)E Anx(X), with 1 < p < a{A -pi) for {p,v)E A"l2(X) and with 1 < p < a(B -vI)for(p, v) E A¡,(A). It is a pleasure to thank Professor T. Ando for a helpful discussion in constructing the example in §3.5, 3°.
